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Product Description  

Inefficient designs, long lead times, and incompatible components restrict access to space for incumbent 

and new satellite manufacturers alike. SPiN’s universal adapter, MA61C, transforms incompatible off-

the-shelf components to plug-and-play, reducing design costs by 50%, production costs by 30%, and 

integration time by a year. By providing a compact and low-cost solution, SPiN democratizes access to 

space and empowers satellite manufacturers to spend high-value time and money where it counts: 

pursuing new ventures. 

 

Founding team 

Ran Qedar CEO - MBA, MSc Space System Engineering - Work experience as a system engineer and 
operations engineer for 10 years at the Israeli  Aerospace Industries and European Space Agency  

Giulia Federico COO - MA International Relations - Specialized in strategic communication and 
operations , worked at NATO, European Space Agency, Shell 

Saish Sridharan CTO - MSc Space System Engineering - Experience Space System Engineering and 
specialized in electrical & electronics with more than 5 years industry experience. Worked at 
NASA  AMES, DSI Aerospace, and SOHAM. 

Activities in Luxembourg 

The following activities are planned during the initial first year of the business creation with the support 
of fit4start and other partners in Luxembourg 

● Demonstrate a cubesat assembly and integration using the MA61C cubesat and 
components/payloads from partners and suppliers. 

● Gain quantifiable values of the time and cost saving during cubesat integration 
● Expand the partnerships and collaboration for integration of cubesat components 
● Establish R&D center to expand the skill and experience of the SPiN team in satellite integration 
● Qualify the MA61C cubesat version  
● Launch and gain at least 2 months of in-orbit data from the cubesat mission 
● Perform customer exploration surveys and cooperation 
 

Thesis 

The student will support cubesat development, assembly and testing. The student will consolidate the 

knowledge obtained in a master thesis.to study the cost and time benefit of assembling a modular 

cubesat vs traditional approach. During 2021 SPiN Luxembourg will build a cubesat using its MA61C 

modular adapter as an onboard computer and subsystems from different suppliers and manufacturers. 

The goal of the project is to test the assembly of off-the-shelf components with the onboard computer 

using plug-and-play technology on the digital and hardware levels. This thesis will analysis this process 

from the perspective of time to assemble the hardware, integrate the software and test the system 

compared to the existing academic material to be (recommended by SPiN) 

 


